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Welcome to Advance Design Connection 20 

The new version of Advance Design Connection is here! It is the biggest implementation of customer 
feedback and wishes we have had in years. How did we get from number 10 to 20? The sheer 
volume of new functionalities seems to justify the “+10,” but the reason is more straightforward – align 
the numbering with year count. In 2020, we release Advance Design Connection 20. 

This version brings an exceptional volume of new features and improvements. All of this with our 
focus to enable engineers to work faster, evaluate the requirements of the national code thoroughly, 
and use the optimal amount of material. Highlights are: 

 New online licensing system – no more hassle with installation; 

 Advance Design Connection can now generate “sketches” to speed up the detailing process; 

 110 new connection templates added to the starting wizard; 

 Steel-to-timber connections can now be designed and checked; 

 Cross-section databases are now automatically filtered based on your regional settings; 

 Hong Kong and Indian codes are now supported. 

We hope you will enjoy all our new features and improvements and would love to hear your feedback 
anytime. 
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New licensing system 

The new online licensing system of Advance Design Connection was implemented. It is account-
based, which means that all you need to start Advance Design Connection 20 is to enter your 
username (by default, an email) and password. 

Why? 

 Our customers struggled with logistics related to license codes, license files, and dongles. 

 Advance Design Connection license could be fixed without the cooperation of the end-user 
(reactivation, etc.). 

 Our customers had to deploy the network license on their servers. 

 Company license could not be easily shared with employees on the road or working from 
home. 

The new online licensing system of Advance Design Connection solves all these issues and much 
more. Everything is provided in a robust and secure cloud for which users need only one thing to 
access – their username (by default, an email) and password. 

How does the online license work? 

 Advance Design Connection installation regularly checks with the license server to update the 
license and verify product configuration. 

 Advance Design Connection users do not have to be online all the time. The license will work 
for 72 hours without an internet connection. After that, connecting to the licensing server is 
necessary. 

 Admins, as well as end-users, can view/edit the license via the customer portal of our partner 
IDEA StatiCa, an online backend with their licensing data. 

 

Figure 1. IDEA StatiCa customer portal 

How to setup Advance Design Connection version 20? 

 Every customer of Advance Design Connection has a primary email address in our system 
(confirmed in a past order). 

 With the release of version 20, Advance Design Connection will send Admin credentials to 
this email. The license will have entitlements based on seats. 

 Admins can then add and remove other users in the organization. 
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Figure 2. IDEA StatiCa license manager 

Migration disclaimer 

 Advance Design Connection 20 has only one way to license and launch – the new online 
licensing system. 

 The old licensing systems (Eleckey, HASP) for versions up to 10.1 remain unchanged and 
functional. Lifetime entitlements will work indefinitely, but their technical support will be 
terminated on 30. 6. 2021. After this date, license resets, reactivations, and other licensing 
support will not be provided anymore. Kindly make sure that your organization migrates to 
version 20 as soon as possible. 
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Section model view – drawings (“sketches”) 

All structural engineers, designers, and detailers require clear visual outputs of their designs. That is 
why the possibility of drawings adjustments was a highly desired feature. Engineers want to generate 
“sketches”, detailers like to receive them, and so they do not start the detailing from scratch. From 
now on, you can define and modify section models in the main 3D scene window. 

 
Figure 3. Designed connection and its section model view in the 3D scene window 

Several section views can be defined, each of them must be attached to the plate, and the boundaries 
of the section or the section orientation can be modified. 

 
Figure 4. Section of the joint, position of the bolts, weld labels 
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A section model view can be printed to a report or saved to a gallery for further usage. 

The software automatically generates labels for welds and plates which describe the type and 
thickness of the weld and thickness/dimensions of the plate, respectively. 

 
Figure 5. Weld labels and plate property label 
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110 new connection templates in the starting wizard 

Advance Design Connection support team continuously gathers user requests for new templates. As 
a result, 110 brand new connection templates are now available in the starting wizard of Advance 
Design Connection. Any template can then be further edited to achieve desired design parameters. 
This will help engineers all around the world to design hundreds of repetitive connections in seconds 
and spend their precious time figuring out the complex ones. 

 
Figure 6. New templates in the starting wizard 
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Steel to timber connections 

Steel to timber connection design and code check was a required feature for a long time. The 
technology was already developed, but first, it had to undergo some research. Finally, we can 
introduce timber-steel connections to extend the possibilities of connection design. 

 
Figure 7. Example of steel to timber connection 

 
Figure 8. Example of steel to timber connection 

Results on the connecting steel plates can be obtained. Code checks for the steel plates are available 
according to the chosen code. Code checks of timber members, bolts, and bowels are not delivered 
and must be performed by a third-party application. However Advance Design Connection delivers 
acting shear and tension forces on each bolt or bowel for the precise manual code-check. This is the 
first stage of timber implementation, so we can expect further developments to come in next releases. 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/83b44b4b-4e4c-4f03-896c-e25d2de684d2/Timber2.PNG
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/2e0ffc02-91ea-47a9-a3cd-98f48097d56a/Timber1.PNG
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Two new manufacturing operations were implemented for timber members: Gusset plate and 

Connecting plate to timber member. Users can make the selection in the Manufacturing operations 

menu. 

 
Figure 9. Gusset plate and Connecting plate to timber member manufacturing operations 

The new manufacturing operations also allow for the design of base plates with timber columns. 

  

Figure 10. Examples of base plate with timber column 

  

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5f495321-54ef-48b6-9e81-a2dcce7139b6/TimberManufacturingOperations.png
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To help you design steel to timber connections, new templates have been added to the application 
wizard. 

 
Figure 11. Steel to timber connection templates 
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Cleat manufacturing operation improvements 

Cleat connections are popular among designers and engineers for their versatility. The improvements 
in Cleat manufacturing operations lead to new possibilities in the design of connections and joints. 
Any two perpendicular general plates cutting each other can be connected by cleat as well as any 
general plate and member plate. 

 
Figure 12. Cleat example: General plate connected by cleats to member 

 
Figure 13. Cleat example: Two perpendicular plates connected by cleat 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/65bdc71a-bc5d-43dc-8c68-56aee88719ae/CleatPlate.PNG
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/28725b89-366e-4590-b71a-1631c33b52fd/CleatPerpendicularPlates.PNG
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Also, T-stub cross-sections can be used to replace L-shapes in the Cleat manufacturing operation or 
to connect flanges and webs. Thanks to this, bolted connection types (used mainly in the US) can 
now be designed faster. 

 
Figure 14. Cleat example: T-stub created on the flanges of a member 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/f4dd09c3-ea06-4588-bd14-6a0a50e60303/CleatT.PNG
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Notch on a member 

In the case of the members' clash, the opening-notches had to be defined manually by the Opening 
manufacturing operation on the member flanges. This situation was causing an increased number of 
manufacturing operations. From now on, the Notch feature can be used whenever it is needed to 
avoid clashes between a column-beam connection or beam-beam connection. This feature is 
implemented in the manufacturing operations End plate, Fin plate and Cleat. 

 
Figure 15. Notch at the flanges defined by the new feature 

  

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/95a19e24-e2d9-423c-9f4c-a35c30ea2e9a/Notch2.png
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EN anchoring code-check improvement 

In the previous version of Advance Design Connection, anchoring checks were performed according 
to the ETAG (European Technical Approval Guidelines) code. From version 20, the anchoring checks 
are compliant with the currently valid EN 1992-4. That leads to a more efficient design compared to 
the old ETAG. 

 
Figure 16. Detailed results of anchor code-check according to EN 1992-4 

All formulas and values are provided both in the check preview tables and in the calculation report. 

Advance Design Connection 20 anchoring check summary: 

National code Anchoring check 

EN 1992-4 

AISC ACI 318-14 

CISC CSA A23.3-14 

AS AS 5216:2018 

SP, GB, IS, HKG Not performed 

Table 1. Anchoring code-check summary 
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Contact stress between two plates 

Non-linear contact between plates is essential for accurate steel connection design. Contacts are 
defined automatically in case of a bolt group definition or manually by a manufacturing operation. 
From now on, the contact stress between two plates can be displayed. This helps to better 
understand the connection behavior and perform a more accurate validation (praying actions, 
deformation, etc.). 

 
Figure 17. Contact stress results between the end plate and the leveling plate 
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Partially supported base plate 

Anchoring of the steel joints is now even more versatile, with the possibility to partially support the 
base plate or member. 

 

 

Figure 18. General anchoring of the member with defined partial supporting concrete 
foundation block 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/2007451c-4a0a-4256-871b-719e7ad0d9ac/PartialAnchoring.PNG
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/ae47264b-c982-483d-bf60-5a07af38abb9/PartialAnchoring2.PNG
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Cross-section library favorites 

Cross-section library databases contain typical cross-sections for eight national design codes with a 
total count of more than thousands of items. That means a lot of possibilities for the design. But it can 
also make the process of listing and finding the desired cross-section awkward, especially for 
repetitive connection design. From version 20, the user can easily mark the desired cross-section 
family/families as favorite and get it listed separately from the rest of the database. By doing so, the 
design process is significantly speeded up. 

 
Figure 19. User-defined favorite cross-sections 
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Regional-based item order in the cross-section library 

Advance Design Connection automatically reorganizes the order of cross-section items based on the 
design code selected when launching the software. Thanks to this feature, e.g., engineers from the 
USA using AISC code will have the AISC relevant cross-sections in the first rows of the library. These 
settings can be individually set by each engineer across the business. 

 
Figure 20. User preferences options available at the first software launch 
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Typical Taiwan cross-sections 

Typical Taiwan cross-sections have been implemented in the cross-section library. The UC, L-angle, 
CHS, and RHS cross-sections with the marker (TW) are now available in the cross-section library. 

 

 

Figure 21. Taiwanese L and UC cross-sections in the library 
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Indian design standard (IS) 

The Indian steel design code (IS) for steel to steel joints is now available alongside seven other 
design standards. Components bolts, preloaded bolts, welds, and concrete in compression are 
checked according to IS 800:2007 and IS 456:2000, including detailing. 

Steel grades, bolt grades, and typical steel cross-sections are listed in the library. 

 

 

Figure 22. Indian standard and typical cross-sections 
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Hong Kong Code (HKG) 

The Hong Kong steel design code (HK) for steel-to-steel connections and joints is now available 
alongside seven other design standards. Component bolts, preloaded bolts, and welds are checked 
according to HK CoP:2011 and CoP:2013, including detailing. Detailing check for bolts and concrete 
block resistance check has been implemented too. 

 
Figure 23. Hong Kong standard 
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The code-check manager 

Unified GUI for CAD and FEA 

The user interface of the Advance Design Connection application is the key to smooth everyday 
workflow. From now on, the user interface of the Code-check manager is unified for CAD and FEA 
applications, and it can be used to export, manage, recalculate, or synchronize all connection items or 
member items. 

 
Figure 24. Code-check manager application 

Tekla Structures, Advance Steel and Revit 

All CAD links are powered with the same technology now, and that allows us to improve the 
functionality in one push for all CAD applications. To Advance Design Connection 20 was 
implemented a brand-new way of unsymmetrical cross-section beams import such as L-shapes, U-
shapes, etc. Now the positioning of the cross-section is imported exactly how it is defined in the CAD 
application without further changes. 
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Multiple selection and export from FEA 

Import from FEA applications is now easier than ever, the user can select multiple nodes, and Code-
check manager will import all of them as unique connections. 

 
Figure 25. Connections imported from Robot Structural Analysis by multiple selection feature 

 

 

 

 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/726d8942-c761-4270-90e8-7f9691c972ac/BIMselection2.png


 

 

 


